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Brilliant commentary brings the greatest sporting moments to 
life. Now we’ve made one of the most complex and team inten-
sive workflows surprisingly simple, and scalable. Welcome to 
Remote Commentary, audio auto-mixing including NEP’s Audio 
& Video Fingerprint technology which automatically detects lip-
sync offsets, incorrect formats or wrong audio channel mapping.  

The world’s first automated production solution for premium 
occasions, where you have multiple simultaneous events, feeds 
and languages, that all need to be delivered to viewers in differ-
ent countries and on various platforms.

How we apply advanced tech-
nology to simplify workflows
NEP is a world leading managed services provider specialized  
in supporting the largest (live) productions in sports and 
entertainment. Our experience in capturing events for a global 
audience, automated and cloud-based workflows and content 
management and distribution solutions are supported by a 
dedicated team of 24/7 experts.

REMOTE COMMENTARY

A more efficient commentary solution 

Increase the value of your 
commentary while reserving your 
resources and reducing costs.

Remote Commentary is a proprietary solution from NEP  
developed to enable broadcasters to increase the value of  
commentary content, reduce event costs, and deliver the  
highest audio standards.

How it works
Remote Commentary is a total managed solution that 
includes everything required, requires no client audio 
technicians, and no event is too large.

The workflow starts with multiple international event 
feeds being received at our MCR. Using our Audio & Video 
Fingerprint technology, NEP transmits an encoded video 
feed via IP to all remote commentators. The audio signals 
with commentary are then routed via IP from the remote 
location to NEP’s core infrastructure which is fully SMPTE 
2110 complaint. 

We can produce several event feeds with multiple audios 
per feed simultaneously. Each audio feed is fully synchro-
nized to the video and auto-mixed. The overall system is 
monitored by NEP’s Audio & Video Fingerprint technology 
in order to synchronize all the remotely produced com-
mentary to the event video and audio feeds. 

Operators monitor system performance from dedicat-
ed control positions and our MCR with a clear intercom 
connection to the remote commentators booths spread 
throughout Europe.

A Remote Commentary setup, including portable commentary 
units, can be easily configured to a specific event, even when 
commentators and the event are on different sides of the world. 
And it’s flexible. Adding languages, commentators or feeds can 
be decided on demand, and it doesn’t matter where they are 
based. And with our own broadcast IT facilities and cloud native 
IT media infrastructure NEP can deliver the feed with audio 
tracks to any platform, outlet or network.

VIDEO
Remote Commentary Eurosport

https://platform.vixyvideo.com/tiny/jpaet
https://www.nepgroup.com
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Remote Commentary workflow
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Core infrastructure
Owning the core infrastructure, including downlink facilities 
(Teleport), fiber optics networks and Tier 3 data centers enables 
us to deliver these services. At the heart of the NEP infrastruc-
ture is a state-of-the-art hybrid IP/SDI/MADI/AES67 audio video 
matrix.

All NEP departments and systems are connected to this 
high-availability core infrastructure which is controlled by the 
experts at NEP’s MCR.

A customized setup can also be integrated into this core infra-
structure to make incoming feeds directly available everywhere 
within our facility or any external facility under the control of 
NEP’s MCR.

What our clients value most
 ŭ Proven technology

 ŭ Scalable, flexible and automated

 ŭ Simplifies complex operations

 ŭ Global operations and reach

About The NEP Worldwide Network 
For over 30 years, NEP has been a worldwide outsourced tech-
nical production partner supporting premier content producers 
of live sports, entertainment, music and corporate events. Our 
services include remote and centralized production, specialty 
capture, RF and wireless video/audio, studio production, audio 
visual solutions, host broadcast support, post production, 
connectivity and transmission, premium playout and innovative 
software-based media management solutions. NEP’s 4,000+ em-
ployees are driven by a passion for superior service and a focus 
on technical innovation. Together, we have supported produc-
tions in 87 countries on all seven continents. NEP is headquar-
tered in the United States and has operations in 24 countries.

https://www.nepgroup.com
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Learn more  
about Remote 
Commentary

Contact us at:
info@nepgroup.com

https://www.nepgroup.com
mailto:info%40nepgroup.com?subject=Contact%20by%20Email%20

